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For both clinicians and their customers there is tremendous worth in understanding the psychophysiology
of trauma and knowing what to do about its manifestations. This book illuminates that physiology,
shining a bright light on the impact of trauma on your body and the phenomenon of somatic memory
space. It is today thought that people who have been traumatized keep an implicit memory space of
traumatic events within their brains and bodies. That memory is often expressed in the symptomatology
of posttraumatic stress disorder-nightmares, flashbacks, startle responses, and dissociative behaviors. It'll
appeal to clinicians, experts, students, and general readers. Packed with engaging case research, YOUR
BODY Remembers integrates body and mind in the treating posttraumatic stress disorder. The somatic
techniques are selected with an vision to making trauma therapy safer while raising mind-body
integration. This gives clinicians from all disciplines a basis for speculating about the origins of their
clients' symptoms and incorporating respect for the body to their practice. With an eyesight to its
relevance for clinicians, she consolidates current knowledge about the psychobiology of the stress
response both in normally demanding situations and during intense and prolonged trauma. While
reducing the chasm between scientific theory and clinical practice and bridging the gap between chat
therapy and body therapy, Rothschild presents principles and non-touch approaches for giving your body
its due. Essentially, your body of the traumatized individual refuses to be ignored.
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Helped me understand how emotions relate to my mind, body system, and memory I read The Body
Remembers mainly because a layperson, interested in how emotions are related to the physical body.
They may experience blackout moments where they don't remember going somewhere or can't know
how they left a sweater somewhere if they have no recollection of experiencing gone out. It's been an
illuminating encounter to learn about the mind and body from this trauma therapeutic perspective. It
offers given me a stronger western theoretical base and vocabulary in understanding myself and my good
friends and relatives who have experienced traumas. Best info. It surveys the history or mind-body studies
and sets up a framework for understanding feelings as bodily sensations (affect), conscious knowledge
(feeling), and thoughts. Since so many customers have at least a component of past trauma within their
lives (underlying whatever brought them to therapy to begin with), this book ought to be on every
therapist's reference shelf.I also appreciated Ch 6: The Body as Source..adrenal insufficiency) as well as
treat. Rothschild's stress on safety--and specifically how exactly to employ theory generally in the program
of the client's safety--is fantastic. It's the best discussion I have ever read. People can't "just snap from it"
when their psyches have already been damaged by trauma. At last an explanation of what happens with
the body when it experiences trauma. Good, but no longer current It isn't a bad publication, but it's
already become outdated. They feel like they'll explode but don't know why. They may be wonderful,
brilliant people but they may believe that they are losing grip on reality. Author does a fantastic work of
trying to create academically enough for experts .Before reading, my only exposure to body awareness
had been through meditative practices. If someone you love experiences any of these feelings even years
after traumatic events, have them help. Read this publication. This book answers many questions you
didn't even understand you had. I will never forget one day waking up in pain from head to toe without
specific memory of why. Later on I figured out that every year throughout a particular month and a
specific week my body rememberd a significant trauma even when I didn't. Five Stars Love this book so
far! 2) trauma treatment- what does one do when they have a client who offers trauma related issues-
how does one use the body release a trauma. Just what a great relief! Another classic reference text
message for professional or lay person.... It offered practices to bring awareness in to the body that I
found myself performing as I browse the book. Recommended for anyone who offers survived a trauma
and for anybody who wants to understand the influence of trauma to others.How the body copes with
underlying stressors invisible to the attention and the issues that take place maybe years after the trauma.
This can be a puzzle piece to numerous physical conditions that are hard to diagnose (i.e.Rothschild does
a fantastic job at presenting this material with enough background for a general viewers. She says "may"
and "appears to" about things that are now established fact. A great read for any practitioner who wants
to better understand . This book takes the mystery out of mind-body treatment of trauma therapy. It
includes varied treatment methodologies and will be offering clear examples of how to integrate them
usefully, compassionately and successfully.For professionals who practice chat- or behavior-oriented
therapy, Rothschild offers (1) a wonderfully concise argument for like the body in trauma recovery
therapy and (2) simple, careful and deeply effective ways to integrate somatic therapy into their current
approaches to working with clients who have problems with the consequences of trauma--either recent,
previous or even long previous. This framework can be used to understand how trauma could be
remembered in the physical body. Author does a fantastic job of trying to write academically enough for
specialists and students and it is written clearly enough for lay people Recommended for anyone who
provides survived a trauma and designed for ..and READ! It had been a pleasure to read, however also
had the educational rigor and pragmatic information of a practitioner in the field.For lay those who have a
simple acquaintance with psychology and psychotherapy, it provides a broad understanding of the wide
but still-developing field of trauma therapy, and could help many people (1) finally decide to get effective
specialized help and (2) select a competent, appropriate therapist for that purpose. Very simple, easy to



grasp This book is split into two parts: 1) Theory of trauma- what it really is, how it really is stored in the
mind and body, the essential science of trauma and such. I am extremely grateful to the writer and will
remember the day I found this reserve that answered so a lot of my questions even the ones I didn't
understand to ask. The reasons for me personally finding this reserve useful are:1) the writing is obvious,
concise and easy to comprehend.2) this reserve is an excellent intro to a very complex field of research as
soon as you have the basics straight down, reading other more technical material is easier.3) I found the
ways to be very helpful with clients who have PTSD( proven them)Overall, I've read this book easily and
quickly and found the methods easy to use and useful. I'd def. purchase this and give it a examine. They
only know they hurt , they feel different , they possess nightmares or night terrors.. A great read for any
practitioner who would like to better understand a few of the individuals who walk through their clinic.
Good for it's period, but it's time has now passed. Not what I was wishing but still an excellent book. I
read parts of it, it had been ok, but I came across The Body Keeps Rating, by Van Der Kolk 100% better
(and just a little easier to read). It helped me patch together a puzzle that under no circumstances made
sense to me.I actually particularly appreciated Ch 3 on somatic memory. Recommended by my therapist.
The Body Remembers This is a very good book with a whole lot of good information regarding the result
of physical and/or emotional trauma on the human psyche. Amazing book Utilized for a trauma class,
excellent Very biology focused Book is great if you’re looking for biology facts and figures. Helpful For
anyone who has experienced PTSD or the grief of hearing that their problems were somatic rather than
physical in origin, this book is most helpful. They may think a whole lot about suicide or feel they are
going crazy.. Other, newer books by Dan Siegel and Bessel Van Der Kolk cover the same ground, but
with more of the most recent and very best insights from modern neuroscience.. So insightful into not
merely the mental and psychological ramifications but the physical ramifications of trauma.. Frequently,
folks have no storage of a trauma (s) or they've blocked them out in some way. Detailed neurologic
information presented in an understandable way.. There are not a lot of things in the globe that validate
and empower trauma survivors but this reserve is an exception. OK book This book was suggested by my
Dr. I long suspected early traumas had affected me with techniques I could not put into words, which
book helped me recognize that indeed my own body was remembering what my brain could not.
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